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Practice #1A
Practice Focus- QB Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Done as a team
Stating point for all positions on field
Feet parallel/Shoulder width apart
Arch Back/Big chest
Feet shoulder width apart & relaxed
Back must be straight, tap knee with finger tips
Hand positioning (Thumbs in groove, Fingers straight)
Knees Bent & Drop the Hips
Hands on Table
Do not pull back too soon
Put point of ball in the belly button
Keep elbows in tight 
Open to the play
Push and pivot off back foot
Get head around quickly and stair into the RB pocket
Reverse pivot off play side foot
Cross midline with opposite foot
Flat toss/out in front of RB
Bring ball behind no throwing ear
Point non throwing shoulder at target
Stay up on the balls of your feet
Point non throwing hand at target
Create torque with non throwing arm by brining it down 
Flick Index finger of throwing hand through the target
5-Step Drop
Push and pivot off non throwing foot
Keep level of shoulders and head low
Drop on a STRAIGHT line, do not drift 
Big step - crossover/plant on final step 
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2 10 Breakdown Position

5 QB Stance3

10
QB Receiving the Snap
Center/QB Exchange

4

QB Drop Back Passing
QB Drop Back Steps

108

QB Dive Steps5 10

QB Toss Steps106

Sprints510

QB Skills Contest
QB Skills Contest 2

159

Throwing The Football107

Practice #1B
Practice Focus- Defensive Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Done as a team
Stating point for all positions on field
Feet parallel/Shoulder width apart
Arch Back/Big chest
DB/narrow with outside stagger
Outside foot back/head inside
LB/heel-to-toe outside foot back
DL balanced 3 point stance
Done in pairs
1st step read don’t guess
Do not make contact
Done from a 3 point stance
Good stance
Click your heels
Work down hill
Don’t over play the back/keep head out in front of RB
Good stance
Stay Low
Shoulders over knees/knees over toes
Balance 
Take ball at highest point
Read QB eyes
catch ball away from your body
Catch and tuck/yell "BINGO"
Safety of self and opponents
Sink hips/Slide face
Chest plate makes contact
Rake arms/Feet parallel
Fetal Position/ cover both ends of the ball
Lay on side bring knees up
Scoop and score/ pinkies together, elbows tight
1 attempt otherwise fetal it
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2 10 Breakdown Position

3 5 Defensive Stances

4 10 Mirror Drill

DB Ball Drills107

10 5 Sprints

9 10
Fumble Recovery
(No Film)
Fetal/Scoop & Score

Form Tackling158

Scrape Techniques5 10

Backpedal6 10

Practice #2A
Practice Focus- RB Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Don’t let poor stances go
All Players know each position
Practice breaking from the huddle
Start with 2 lines facing/ one entire line goes at the same time
Use Bag/partner last
Toes forward, not back, get head across
Land on hands/eyes to the sky, bull your neck
Show how 6 Point Progression helps with this
Shoot hands/Keep head up
Good bend in the waist and knees
Finish the block
Inside elbow up on hand-offs
Don’t let poor stances go
It's the QB's job to get the ball to you/you get to your spot
All Players know each position
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Stance/Steps/Aiming Points
Good tempo with lots of reps
Practice breaking from the huddle
Stance/Steps/Aiming Points
Good tempo with lots of reps
Practice breaking from the huddle
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2 10
TB/FB Stance
TB/FB Alignment

Backfield Skills Contest

Hand-Off and Tosses105

3 10 6 Point Progression

4 10 RB Blocking

9 15
RB vs. LB- Run Plays
RB vs. LB- Pass Plays
RB vs. LB- All Plays

10 5 Sprints

88

Dive Pass Play
(Review QB Passing 
to RB)

77

Toss Pass Play

6 10

Practice #2B
Practice Focus- LB Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Read Step/Scrape/Gather feet
Over the Guards-head up
Practice breaking from the huddle
Safety of self and opponents
Sink hips/Slide face
Chest plate makes contact
Rake arms/Feet parallel
Good stance
Click your heels
Work down hill
Don’t over play the back/keep head out in front of RB
Use shoulder/breast plate
Get separation from block
Use your hands/focus on ball carrier
Do not "Catch" blocks
Stance/Read Step/Scrape
Teach LB Keys/pre-snap reads
Don’t look for blocks-know where they come from
Stance/Read Step/Scrape
Teach LB Keys/pre-snap reads
Don’t look for blocks-know where they come from
Read level of ball- ball on/off line
FB/TB to me or away from me
Keep head on a swivel
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2 10
LB Stance
LB Alignment

3

8 Defend Toss

10 Form Tackling

4 10 Scrape Techniques

10 5 Sprints

10 Shed Techniques5

8 10 LB Defending The Pass

9 15
RB vs. LB- Run Plays
RB vs. LB- Pass Plays
RB vs. LB- All Plays

6 7 Defend Dive

7

Practice #3A
Practice Focus- RB Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Don’t let poor stances go
All Players know each position
Practice breaking from the huddle
Inside elbow up on hand-offs
Don’t let poor stances go
It's the QB's job to get the ball to you/you get to your spot
All Players know each position
Stance/Steps/Aiming Points
Good tempo with lots of reps
Practice breaking from the huddle
All Players know each position
Review Breakdown position
Read Step/Scrape/Gather feet
Over the Guards-head up
Practice breaking from the huddle
No more then 3-4 yards apart
Must Control Tempo
Stay on inside hip of the ball carrier/don’t get out in front
Rake arms/Feet parallel
Stance/Read Step/Scrape
Teach LB Keys/pre-snap reads
Don’t look for blocks-know where they come from
Work down hill
Read level of ball- ball on/off line
FB/TB to me or away from me
Take proper read step
Keep head on a swivel
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

8 10

Lateral Butt tackling6 10

Defending Dive
Defending Toss

7 10

LB Defending The 
Pass

10 5 Sprints

9 20
RB vs. LB- Run Plays
RB vs. LB- Pass Plays
RB vs. LB- All Plays

5 5
LB Stance
LB Alignment

4 10
RB Pass Plays
Dive Pass
Toss Pass

3 10 Hand-Off and Tosses

2 5
QB Stance
TB/FB Stance
TB/FB Alignment

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

Practice #3B
Practice Focus- LB Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Read Step/Scrape/Gather feet
Over the Guards-head up
Practice breaking from the huddle
No more then 3-4 yards apart
Must Control Tempo
Stay on inside hip of the ball carrier/don’t get out in front
Rake arms/Feet parallel
Stance/Read Step/Scrape
Teach LB Keys/pre-snap reads
Don’t look for blocks-know where they come from
Work down hill
Read level of ball- ball on/off line
FB/TB to me or away from me
Take proper read step
Keep head on a swivel
Review Breakdown position
Don’t let poor stances go
All Players know each position
Practice breaking from the huddle
Inside elbow up on hand-offs
Don’t let poor stances go
It's the QB's job to get the ball to you/you get to your spot
All Players know each position
Stance/Steps/Aiming Points
Good tempo with lots of reps
Practice breaking from the huddle
All Players know each position
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

Lateral Butt tackling

9 20
RB vs. LB- Run Plays
RB vs. LB- Pass Plays
RB vs. LB- All Plays

10 5 Sprints

4 10

RB Pass Plays
Dive Pass
Toss Pass

5 5

LB Stance
LB Alignment

2 5

QB Stance
TB/FB Stance
TB/FB Alignment

3 10

Hand-Off and Tosses7 10

LB Defending The Pass

8

6 10

Defending Dive
Defending Toss

10

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

Practice #4A
Practice Focus- RB Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Don’t let poor stances go
Spacing of WR from QB
1st Step
Start with 2 lines facing/ one entire line goes at the same time
Use Bag/partner last
Toes forward, not back, get head across
Land on hands/eyes to the sky, bull your neck
Get into Breakdown Position
Stance of WR/ key belt of DB/buzz feet
Sell it, stay in front of DB
Give direction to DB
Make window
Catch and tuck
Keep hands away from your body
Aces for high balls
Pinkies and elbows tight fro low balls
Do not use balls until patterns are good
Head fake
Get a good push on cut
Sell it/Fake stalk
After break get hands up
Run away from DB
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2 10
WR Stance
WR Alignment

3 10 6 Point Progression

Catching the Football

4 12 Stalk Blocking

6 13
In Pattern
Out Pattern

Stop & Go

WR vs. DB- Stalk Block
WR vs. DB- Round 1 (no ball)
WR vs. DB- Round 2

125

9 5 Sprints

8 15

7 8

Practice #4B
Practice Focus- DB Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Balanced with arms/shoulder level down
First step and read step
know position of ball
Head/foot placement
Safety of self and opponents
Sink hips/Slide face
Chest plate makes contact
Rake arms/Feet parallel
Good stance
Stay Low
Shoulders over knees/knees over toes
Balance 
Good stance
Stay Low
Push off outside foot
Balance 
Take ball at highest point
Read QB eyes
catch ball away from your body
Catch and tuck/yell "BINGO"
Stay above the WR
Read lower body of receiver
Run through inside shoulder of WR
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

Form Tackling

2 10
DB Stance
DB Alignment

3 10

Backpedal and Close

4 10 Backpedal

5 12

6 12 DB Ball Drills

9 5 Sprints

WR vs. DB- Stalk Block
WR vs. DB- Round 1 (no ball)
WR vs. DB- Round 2

8 15

11 DB Coverage Drills7

Practice #5A
Practice Focus- WR/DB Review

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Don’t let poor stances go
Spacing of WR from QB
1st Step
Get into Breakdown Position
Stance of WR/ key belt of DB/buzz feet
Sell it, stay in front of DB
Give direction to DB
Do not use balls until patterns are good
Head fake
Get a good push on cut
After break get hands up
Balanced with arms/shoulder level down
First step and read step
know position of ball
Head/foot placement
Keep head up/bull neck
Step with near leg/head across body
Good tempo/ get lots of reps
Grab cloth/wrap up
Good stance
Stay Low
Push off outside foot
Balance 
Review techniques
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

20
WR vs. DB- Round 1 (no ball)
WR vs. DB- Round 2

Sprints510

5 5
DB Stance
DB Alignment

6 10

Backpedal and Close

WR vs. DB- Stalk Block108

9

7 10

Open Field Tackling

4 10
In Pattern
Out Pattern
Stop & Go

3 10 Stalk Blocking

2 5
WR Stance
WR Alignment

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

Practice #5B
Practice Focus- WR/DB Review

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Balanced with arms/shoulder level down
First step and read step
know position of ball
Head/foot placement
Keep head up/bull neck
Step with near leg/head across body
Good tempo/ get lots of reps
Grab cloth/wrap up
Good stance
Stay Low
Push off outside foot
Balance 
Review Breakdown position
Don’t let poor stances go
Spacing of WR from QB
1st Step
Get into Breakdown Position
Stance of WR/ key belt of DB/buzz feet
Sell it, stay in front of DB
Give direction to DB
Do not use balls until patterns are good
Head fake
Get a good push on cut
After break get hands up
Review techniques
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

10 5 Sprints

10

Open Field Tackling

8 10 WR vs. DB- Stalk Block

9 20
WR vs. DB- Round 1 (no ball)
WR vs. DB- Round 2

5

WR Stance
WR Alignment

3 10

Stalk Blocking

4 10

In Pattern
Out Pattern
Stop & Go

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2

7

5 5

DB Stance
DB Alignment

6 10

Backpedal and Close

Practice #6A
Practice Focus-  OL Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
4 point/3point
roll into it/balance weight
Solid, parallel base/head up/flat back
Practice coming out of the huddle
Start with 2 lines facing/ one entire line goes at the same time
Use Bag/partner last
Toes forward, not back, get head across
Land on hands/eyes to the sky, bull your neck
Show how 6 Point Progression helps with this
Shoot hands/Keep head up
Stay low-good bend in the waist and knees
Feet in wide base/move the defender-Finish the block
Shoulders and body low
Stance/ good first step
Throw hands/thumbs up and elbows tight
Cut off defenders pursuit to the ball
Feet in wide base/move the defender-Finish the block
Head in front of the defender
Whip your hips around
Know what direction the ball is going
Keep hands and feet in front of body
Chop feet/mirror defender/
Stay in balanced stance
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

9 5 Sprints

8 15
OL vs. DL- Run Block
OL vs. DL- Pass Block
OL vs. DL- Run/Pass

8 Blocking for Toss

7 13 Pass Blocking

5 12
Reach Step
Reach Block

6

4 12 Drive Block

3 10 6 Point Progression

2 10
OL Stance
OL Alignment

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

Practice #6B
Practice Focus- DL Fundamentals

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Head up/crowd the LOS
Must read the OL/use mirror step
Shoot hands right away
Safety of self and opponents
Sink hips/Slide face
Chest plate makes contact
Rake arms/Feet parallel
Done in pairs
1st step read don’t guess
Do not make contact
Done from a 3 point stance
Done in pairs
Good stance/shoot hands and get separation
Slide feet, keep balanced with wide base
Fight pressure with pressure
When to use each and why
Done from read steps
Stay in lanes
Aim fro up field shoulder of QB
Shoot hands right away
Done from read steps
Keep shoulders over knees
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

9 5 Sprints

13 Reading for Run or Pass

8 15
OL vs. DL- Run Block
OL vs. DL- Pass Block
OL vs. DL- Run/Pass

7

5 10
Read and Bench
(No Film)

6 12
Pass Rush Techniques
(Rip & Swim)

4 10 Mirror Drill

3 10 Form Tackling

2 10
DL Stance
DL Alignment

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

Practice #7A
Practice Focus-  OL/DL Review

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
4 point/3point
roll into it/balance weight
Solid, parallel base/head up/flat back
Practice coming out of the huddle
Start with 2 lines facing/ one entire line goes at the same time
Use Bag/partner last
Toes forward, not back, get head across
Land on hands/eyes to the sky, bull your neck
Show how 6 Point Progression helps with this
Shoot hands/Keep head up
Stay low-good bend in the waist and knees
Feet in wide base/move the defender-Finish the block
No steps over six inches
Keep hands and feet in front of body
Chop feet/mirror defender/
Stay in balanced stance
Review Breakdown position
Head up/crowd the LOS
Must read the OL/use mirror step
Shoot hands right away
Done in pairs
Good stance/shoot hands and get separation
Slide feet, keep balanced with wide base
Fight pressure with pressure
When to use each and why
Done from read steps
Stay in lanes
Aim fro up field shoulder of QB
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

Sprints510

7

Pass Rush Techniques
(Rip & Swim)

108

OL vs. DL- Run Block
OL vs. DL- Pass Block
OL vs. DL- Run/Pass

209

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2 5
OL Stance
OL Alignment

3 10 6 Point Progression

4 10
Drive Block
Reach Block

Pass Blocking105

6 5
DL Stance
DL Alignment

Read and Bench
(No Film)

10

Practice #7B
Practice Focus-  OL/DL Review

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Review Breakdown position
Head up/crowd the LOS
Must read the OL/use mirror step
Shoot hands right away
Done in pairs
Good stance/shoot hands and get separation
Slide feet, keep balanced with wide base
Fight pressure with pressure
When to use each and why
Done from read steps
Stay in lanes
Aim fro up field shoulder of QB
4 point/3point
roll into it/balance weight
Solid, parallel base/head up/flat back
Practice coming out of the huddle
Start with 2 lines facing/ one entire line goes at the same time
Use Bag/partner last
Toes forward, not back, get head across
Land on hands/eyes to the sky, bull your neck
Show how 6 Point Progression helps with this
Shoot hands/Keep head up
Stay low-good bend in the waist and knees
Feet in wide base/move the defender-Finish the block
No steps over six inches
Keep hands and feet in front of body
Chop feet/mirror defender/
Stay in balanced stance
Test players understanding 
All levels compete against each other
Make it fun
Good arm pump
Shoulders down first 5 yards
End on a positive note

5 Sprints

10

Pass Rush Techniques
(Rip & Swim)

9 20
OL vs. DL- Run Block
OL vs. DL- Pass Block
OL vs. DL- Run/Pass

2

7

8

10

OL Stance
OL Alignment

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

5

10

Drive Block
Reach Block

3 10

6 Point Progression

4

6 5

DL Stance
DL Alignment

10

Read and Bench
(No Film)

Pass Blocking

5 10

Practice #8A
Practice Focus- Offense vs. Defense

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Offensive Stances
Formations
Offensive Alignment
Practice breaking from the huddle
Toss
Blocking for Toss
Dive
Blocking for Dive
Dive Pass
Toss Pass
Out Pass
Stop and go
Defensive Stances
Defensive Alignment
Defensive Keys
Defensive Run/Pass responsibilities
Defending Toss
Defending Dive
Get off blocks
Relentless pursuit to the ball
Defending Dive/Toss Pass
Defending Out Pass
Defending stop and Go
Fly to the ball
Test players understanding 
Everyone plays every position
Make it fun
Test players understanding 
Everyone plays every position
Make it fun

Inside Run Group208

Perimeter Pass Group209

Defensive Review5

Offensive Pass Group10

Defensive Pass Group10

Defensive Run Group10

4

5

6

7

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

2 5 Offensive Review

103 Offensive Run Group

Practice #8B
Practice Focus- Offense vs. Defense

PD MIN Drill Coaching Points
Dynamic Exercise/Agilities
Build order, Stressing that units work together
Defensive Stances
Defensive Alignment
Defensive Keys
Defensive Run/Pass responsibilities
Defending Toss
Defending Dive
Get off blocks
Relentless pursuit to the ball
Defending Dive/Toss Pass
Defending Out Pass
Defending stop and Go
Fly to the ball
Offensive Stances
Formations
Offensive Alignment
Practice breaking from the huddle
Toss
Blocking for Toss
Dive
Blocking for Dive
Dive Pass
Toss Pass
Out Pass
Stop and go
Test players understanding 
Everyone plays every position
Make it fun
Test players understanding 
Everyone plays every position
Make it fun

9 20 Perimeter Pass Group

7

10 Defensive Pass Group

8 20 Inside Run Group

1 10 Stretching/Agilities

3

10 Offensive Run Group

2

5 Offensive Review5

5 Defensive Review

6

4

10 Offensive Pass Group

10 Defensive Run Group

Week
1 1A QB Fundamentals 1B Defensive Fundamentals
2 1B Defensive Fundamentals 1A QB Fundamentals
3 2A RB Fundamentals 2B LB Fundamentals
4 2B LB Fundamentals 2A RB Fundamentals
5 3A RB/LB Review 3B RB/LB Review
6 4A WR Fundamentals 4B DB Fundamentals
7 4B DB Fundamentals 4A WR Fundamentals
8 5A WR/DB Review 5B WR/DB Review
9 6A OL Fundamentals 6B DL Fundamentals
10 6B DL Fundamentals 6A OL Fundamentals
11 7A OL/DL Review 7B OL/DL Review
12 8A Offense vs. Defense 8B Offense vs. Defense

Black Gold

Practice Schedule
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ALIGNMENTS

OUT PASS LEFT

STOP AND GO LEFT STOP AND GO RIGHT

OUT PASS RIGHT

Offensive Alignment

Offensive Line
The Center aligns on the ball. The Guard's alignment should place his 
fingertips even with the toes of the Center. The split between the 
Center and Guard should be one yard. Outstretched arms may be used 
to help with spacing.

Receivers
The Receivers align on the line of scrimmage. The split between the 
Guard and the Receiver should be six yards.

Running Backs and QB
The Quarterback (QB) aligns directly behind the Center and will receive 
the ball from a balanced stance. The Fullback (FB) lines up directly 
behind the QB but two yards deeper than the QB's heels. The Tailback 
(TB) also lines up directly behind the QB but four yards deeper than the 
QB's heels (two yards deeper than the FB).

Defensive Alignment

Defensive Line
The Tackle (T) aligns on the line of scrimmage. Their alignment should 
place them head up with their counterpart offensive lineman.

Defensive Backs
The Defensive Backs (C/S) aligns head up on the Receivers at a depth 
of five yards. The Safety (6) plays directly over the ball ten yards deep.

Linebackers
The Linebackers (B) align directly behind the tackles that are lined up 
on the Offensive Guards. Their depth should place them at four yards 
from the line of scrimmage.

Open Field Tackling 
 
To be done in units. 
Explain the importance of learning how to tackle properly. This drill simulates being in open space and having to 
make a tackle. Be sure to stress the importance of the techniques used in form tackling drill. 
 
Begin with players in their unit lines. 
Teach the concept of the open field tackling drill in three phases: 
 
a) Set Up and Roles 

Three markers in a line 
Two dots five yards apart 
One cone at a distance of two yards from one and three from the other cone 

Player aligned on the dot closest to the center cone is the defender and will be executing a moving form 
tackle. 
Player aligned on the dot furthest from the center cone will be the running back with one ball held by 
both arms and will be form tackled. 
Both players begin in breakdown stance. 
On first whistle, both players begin to chop. 

 
b) The Drill 

On the second whistle, both players approach the cone. 
The ball carrier will actually reach the cone facing the defender and continue to chop his feet. 
The defender will reach a point one yard before the cone and breakdown while continuing to chop. 

Make corrections based on distance or stances on the fly. 
At this point, the coach, standing behind the defender, should give direction to the offensive player, right 
or left. 

 
c) On the third whistle, the offensive player turns 90° and progresses straight to the side. 

The defender, in response to the offensive move, steps with the near foot at an angle that will allow him 
to achieve proper tackling form with his head in front. 

Body position should remain low, head up. 
Arms should embrace the ball carrier and grab cloth. 
Accelerate the feet. 

Repeat with the next two members of the unit. 
Switch roles and repeat as time allows. 

5yds

21/2 Yds

Form Tackling 
To be done in units as pairs. 
 
Explain the importance of learning how to tackle properly. 

a) Safety of self 
b) Safety of opponent 
c) Team play 

 
Players should be able to tackle with both right and left shoulders. 
This drill may be taught over various stages, building on the success of previous stages. 

 
a) From breakdown position, the players will face another player. 

Player should be only 6-inches away from his partner. 
Stress the importance of being low. 

 
b) The tackler should be given direction as to which shoulder he should be tackling with, right or left. 
 
c) On the first whistle, the defender steps with the foot opposite the shoulder he is tackling with. 

A short 6-inch power step 
Do NOT let the shoulders rise up; stress the importance of being low with the head up. 
Arms should go from the thighs to the hips like a gunslinger reaching for his guns. 

 
d) On the second whistle, the defender steps with the second foot. 

This step should regain a wider parallel stance. 
The angle of the step should allow for contact between the target and the shoulder pad. 
Faces should slide to side allowing proper shoulder (chest plate) to make contact. 

Position should remain low, head up. 
Arms should shoot out and embrace the other player. 
Arms should pull the defender to the offensive player up off the ground. 
Partner releases the bag and moves to side. 

 
e) On the third whistle, the defender should carry the player five yards. 

The steps should remain wide parallel steps. 
Do NOT allow the defenders to rise up; stay low. 

 
As success is achieved: 
 

a) The distance between the defender and the player may be increased to five yards to allow for approach 
     steps; however, the footwork just prior to contact should not change. 

6-Point Progression 
Teach all players to stand in the breakdown position. 
Use a volunteer to demonstrate the 6-point position. 
 
Position 

a) From breakdown position, the players will lower down to their knees, hands still on their thighs. 
Toes should be pointed forward, not back. 
Feet should not change their width. 
Feet should remain parallel. 

b) Have players sit back on their heels, and then allow the shoulders to fall forward. 
Land on hands, fingers pointing forward. 
Hands shoulder width apart. 

c) Arch back and face forward. 
 
Explosion for distance 

a) On a whistle, from the 6-point position, the player will be asked to push off his toes and explode 
forward. 
b) His body should travel horizontal to the ground and he should land flat on his belly with his shoulders 
     up off the ground (arched back). 

Hands should be out in front. 
Head should be up with eyes looking to the sky. 

c) Reset and repeat 
 
Explosion into another player 

a) Align players in a line with one person in front of another with his face mask six inches from the breast 
    plate of the person in front of him. 
b) Before the whistle, the first player in each unit will be told what shoulder they are blocking with. 
c) Tell each player to hold their final position to be corrected. 
d) On a whistle, from the 6-point position, the player will be asked to push off his toes and explode 
     forward. 
e) As the face mask makes contact with the player, the player slides his head to the side, never losing 
     contact with the other player. 

This should expose the shoulder they are blocking with. 
The head and eyes should fight to point up. 
The head should squeeze against the player so there is no space between the player and the 
pads. 

Whitepoint Wolverines Coaching Tips 
 

1. Be Yourself. 
2. Create a safe and challenging environment. 
3. Be organized and prepared every time you step on the field. Don't let a moment be wasted, have drills 

set-up and ready to go in order to keep the practice session at a fast pace. Don't allow a child's mind to 
wonder, keep it moving through organization. 

4. Instruct clearly using simple language. Focus on the task or end result desired. Relate it if possible to 
something they already know how to do. 

5. Demonstrate each drill as much as possible, limit verbal instruction. 
6. Let the kids have lots of repetitions. Give them an opportunity to learn from their own mistakes and from 

other kids who are doing the drill correctly. 
7. Keep things moving. This keeps the energy at a high level. Don't slow down the whole group to teach one 

or two players. However, start over if necessary if a number of the kids aren't doing the drill correctly. 
8. Praise kids often. Be specific, it's more effective. 
9. When a teaching moment presents itself after a drill is completed, ask questions to find out what the 

child's experience and understanding is. 
10. Debrief coaches after the program is finished. Learn from your successes and mistakes. 

 

Seven Guiding Principles for Whitepoint’s Spring Football Program 

1. Make it fun. 
2. Limit standing around. 
3. Everyone plays. 
4. Teach every position to every participant. 
5. Emphasize the fundamentals. 
6. Incorporate progression of skill development for every participant. 
7. Yell encouragement, whisper constructive criticism. 
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I don't have a lot of coaching experience. How can I be successful as a JPD coach? 
Just be yourself. Don't try to be something you're not. Many of our best coaches are not the most experienced. Since the way we 
have structured JPD is contrary to some of the "old school" ways of coaching football, some of the more experienced coaches 
actually have a hard time adjusting. Great teachers know they can't really teach anything. They can only create an environment that 
facilitates learning in a fulfilling way. Creating a safe and challenging environment is the most important thing you can do. 
 
How do I create an optimal environment for the kids? 
Kids learn best in groups when they are focused, fully engaged and have a clear intention of what to do. This is best achieved by 
using simple, clear language to explain drills, demonstrating drills as much as possible, and keeping the kids active with as many 
repetitions as possible. Don't talk too much. Give them a chance to learn from their own mistakes and by watching other kids do the 
drill correctly. The short time frame of each drill helps to create a high energy environment. 
 
Why is this the best way? 
There is no one right way to teach. But this method is effective because it directly addresses the way kids (and adults) learn. Kids 
take in information and learn through three primary senses: visual, kinesthetic (feel), and auditory. These are called the three modes 
of learning. Explaining drills (hear), demonstrating them (see), and giving kids a lot of repetitions (feel, see, hear) covers all three 
modes. Research shows that the vast majority of people are visual and/or kinesthetic learners yet most coaches use verbal 
instructions as their primary way of teaching. 
 
Is that why some kids don't "get it" right away? 
Yes. Many kids can't handle or process a lot of verbal information. It may be clear to you but it may not be clear to them. When you 
wanted to put together the new bike or table you bought were the instructions that came with either of them easy to understand? 
They're often very confusing the first time we read them. This is why most computers now come with an illustrated instruction sheet 
with large pictures showing what goes where. Seeing pictures along with the text makes it easier to understand and do it. That is our 
ultimate goal for working with kids: make it as easy as possible for them to learn. 
 
What is the best way to give verbal instruction? 
Keep it simple. Don't get lost in the details. A good way to give verbal instructions is to focus on the end result rather than the 
means. For instance, in demonstrating one of the blocking drills there is often no need to explain all the details and technique 
necessary to perform the drill. Just tell them the purpose of the drill (e.g. to keep the defender from getting the running back when 
he runs to the left) and then show them how they would block the defender to achieve that. Let them figure out the details on their 
own. Remember a picture is worth a thousand words! 
 
Lastly, you can be more effective if you can connect what they need to do with something they already know. For example, after 
being taught the breakdown position one of the volunteer coaches had a light go on. "This is the position you would be in after 
jumping off a chair." She started using this analogy and found the kids understood it immediately. 
 
To summarize: Giving kids a clear task that they feel confident they can perform is extremely important. 

What should I do when the kids do the drill incorrectly? 
This depends on the circumstances, but we have found that the most successful coaches don't spend a lot of time teaching and 
correcting mistakes. It simply takes up too much time. The best coaches typically handle this problem in the following ways: 
 

A. If one or two kids aren't doing the drill correctly, then… 
Pull them out of line and have them observe others who are doing it correctly a few times. 
Ask them to tell you what they notice about the correct behavior to ensure that they understand. 
Get them back in line as quickly as possible! 

 
B. If a large number of kids are doing the drill incorrectly, then you need to start over. It is probably because of the way you 
     presented the drill to them. 

Because of the short time frame, demonstrate the drill again. 
Focus on the end result. Point out the ONE key element for doing the drill successfully. 
Get them back out there as quickly as possible. 

 
C. Also, take this as an opportunity to become a better coach by reflecting on what you could have done differently in your 
     presentation. 

 
Is there anything else I can do to help the kids learn more quickly? 
Yes. Learning is accelerated with focus and feedback. Once you gain more confidence and familiarity with the coaching process or if 
you are already an experienced coach, you can try the following: 
 
A. Have the kids yell "YES!" or give you a HIGH FIVE if they have done the drill correctly. This simple act helps accelerate learning by 
creating what is called "conscious competence." They pay more attention to what they are doing while they are doing it. You also 
receive important feedback about their internal experience. You can now compare what you observed with what they think they 
did. 
 
B. You can also single out the most important part of the drill and have them do the same thing. For example, if the correct way for 
the player to perform the upcoming drill is to block the defender's right shoulder with his own right shoulder, he would yell "YES" at 
that moment. Again, this increases focus and aids memory recall. 

 
What do I do when the kids do the drill correctly? 
Praise. Praise. Praise. Praising kids when they do something right is important to the development process and a wonderful way to 
build their confidence. It makes them feel good and lets them know they are on the right track. 

What is the best way to praise someone? 
Praise their behavior as quickly as possible so they can recall their experience. Perhaps the best way to praise someone is to single 
out a specific behavior and let them know they did it correctly. "Hey Johnny, you really got your hands up on that block! Good job! 
or "Way to keep your head up on that tackle, Johnny. Nice one!" Saying just "good job" or "way to go" can make kids feel good, but 
being specific aids their learning. 
 
When you have more time, a great way to praise someone is to do it through a third party while they are present. For instance, 
when speaking to another coach after the drill is over you might say, "Hey coach, did you see how well Johnny blocked with his head 
in the correct position? He really has a lot of talent!" 
 
What about discipline? What do I do when kids are acting up or disturbing others? 
Hopefully the program director has set the ground rules ahead of time so the consequences of poor behavior or sportsmanship are 
clear. The best coaches don't get angry or yell at the kids, they simply pull the child out of the drill 
 
Are there any advanced coaching techniques I should know about? 
A good coach helps a player become more aware of what they are doing while they are doing it so they can learn from their own 
experience. With this style of coaching, the coach does not need to be an expert in the field in which he or she is coaching rather 
they are adept at facilitating the learning process. 
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